SPORT International Agreement Meeting
April 19th, 2017, 9-11 A.M.
INPE Headquarters
São Jose Dos Campos, Brazil
International Relations Affairs Meeting Room

Participants

NASA
Dr. James Spann, Chief Scientist, NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
Mr. Jacob Parsley, International Program Specialist, Office of International and Interagency Relations (OIIR) NASA Headquarters

INPE
Dr. Adriana Thome, Head of International Relations Affairs
Dr. Otavio Durao, Senior Engineer

ITA
Ms. Solange Correa, Cooperation Coordinator
Luis Loures, Manager of Project ITASAT-1

Agenda

1. Introductions

2. SPORT Project Overview (Dr. James Spann, NASA)
   a. Partner Contributions (NASA, INPE, ITA)
   b. Project Schedule

3. NASA Agreements Process/Options (Mr. Parsley, NASA)
   a. NASA Headquarters Agreement Process
   b. Role of NASA Centers in Agreement Process

4. INPE/ITA Agreements Processes/Options (Dr. Thome, INPE/ Ms. Correa, ITA)

5. Agreements options for SPORT (All)

6. NASA meeting with AEB on April 20th (All)

7. Review of Actions and Follow-up Items (All)